Chew Volume 3: Just Desserts
Synopsis
Things are looking up for Tony Chu, the cibopathic federal agent with the ability to get psychic impressions from the things he eats. He’s got a girlfriend. He’s got a partner he trusts. He even seems to be getting along with his jerk boss. But his ruthless ex-partner is still out there, operating outside of the law, intending to make good on his threats against Tony and everybody Tony cares about. It’s just a matter of time before their investigations collide, blood spills and, inevitably, body parts are eaten!
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Customer Reviews
Once again these two creators have put out a top notch title that is very hard to put down. Chew hooked me immediately. The premise was new and original, the characters were quirky and fun, and the story was bizarre, hilarious, and action packed. This is the third Omnivore edition and once again I read it without pause. I just could not put it down! I cannot put any of them down. I find myself re-reading them all again to make sure I did not miss any of the clever background jokes hidden in most panels. These characters are great. The various agents of the different agencies that each has its own jurisdiction, are all a lot of fun. The stories that these creators have given us are completely new and original, fast paced and never ever dull. The Chu family is flawed as are most real families, and they make me want to keep reading to see what will happen to them next. Tony Chu has become one of my all-time favorite characters in comics, and the crazy situations he gets into are not only hilarious, but also mysterious, scary, and ultimately very exciting. He hones his
skills using his sixth sense to solve these mysteries and I find myself always rooting for him, and whichever partner or agency he happens to be working with at the time. The way that these two guys (writer and artist) work together is near perfection. They’ve created this crazy mixed up world that makes me laugh out loud regularly. They have created heroes that I root for and villains that I cannot wait to see fail. And they have created the World’s Meanest, Craziest, most Badass Rooster who has become so beloved that I feverishly turn each page hoping to see him in action.
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